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Simplified Third-Party Application 
Management

Automate Third-Party Updates

We help you extend Microsoft Endpoint Manager (ConfigMgr 
and Intune) capabilities by seamlessly integrating third-party 
patching and application management. Our average 
customer saves about 6,000 hours per year and publishes 
over 1,329 updates and applications. This saves administrative 
time by eliminating the manual packaging of third-party 
products.

One of the most common ways computers are exploited is 
vulnerabilities in outdated third-party applications or libraries. 
A primary benefit of our product is improved security through 
patching vulnerable third-party applications. In 2020, we 
released a total of 2,915 third-party updates, which addressed 
1,530 CVEs. 

By only focusing on application management, you can ensure 
you receive a team dedicated solely to this problem. We're a 
small team passionate about what we do, why we do it, and 
who we do it for.

Third-party updates automatically published to SCCM and 
Intune

Use existing processes to deploy updates, including ADR’s

Report on non-compliance for third-party updates in the 
same way as Microsoft updates

Automatically scan your SCCM or Intune inventory to 
auto-enable product for publishing

Our application feature allows you to rollback third-party 
updates if needed

Third-party updates typically released the same day as 
the vendor makes it available

Product Features

Compliance Dashboards

Use existing reports in SCCM for third-party update 
compliance

Custom SSRS dashboards for SCCM to easily view 
compliance trends

Power BI compliance dashboard for Microsoft Intune

Microsoft Intune Integration

Automatically create Win32 applications and updates

Bulk assign applications to groups

Add application to enrollment status pages for Autopilot

PowerBI dashboard to receive insights from Intune devices

Native SCCM and Intune Integration

No additional agents

No additional infrastructure

Use native features and functionality of SCCM and Intune

Use automatic deployment rules, task sequences, 
collection deployments, Autopilot, and more

Automatically Create Applications

Create base applications for SCCM and Intune

Eliminate manual packaging of applications

Auto-update applications to the latest version

Ensure new machines always receive the most secure 
version of an application

Use existing deployment mechanisms: task sequences, 
collections, or Intune assignments

Applications include vendor icons, descriptions, and 
keywords

Customize Application Settings

Use custom pre or post installations scripts

Disable automatic updates for products

Enable logging for install troubleshooting

Add custom command-line arguments

Increased Security

Visibility into third-party update compliance

Over 2,900 updates released in 2020

1,530 CVEs resolved in 2020

737 security updates in 2020

Real-time alerts when new third-party are published

CVE import wizard from external systems 



https://ideas.patchmypc.com/

Support Included at No Extra Cost
Never worry about additional fees or paying for support. Our support is included from the initial interaction, 
both with our free full trial and paid subscription. Support is in-house, with engineers located in North 
America, Europe, and Australia. Support at a glance:

User Voice – We Don't Know What We Don't Know!
There's nothing more important to us than our customers and their feedback! If there are 
applications or features you would like to see added to our product, we encourage you to submit 
feedback on our UserVoice website. 

We prioritize app and feature development of our software based on feedback from our 
community, ensuring that we keep our customers at the forefront.  We have a large repository of 
apps that are continually growing based on our customer feedback.

Proactive Customer Care
This program ensures updates and applications are successfully publishing to WSUS, ConfigMgr, or 
Intune. When we receive insights that critical operations have failed, we will notify you proactively 
about any issues. We want to ensure our automation is integrated into your day-to-day workflows 
and just works, so you don't have to worry.

180-day Money-back Guarantee
We want you to be 100% satisfied with our services, so even after our initial free trial period, we offer 
a 180-day full money-back guarantee. 

1-hour setup session

30-minute Environment Review and Q&A Session

Support options by phone, email, forum, or live chat

Support and Working With Us



Trusted by Over 2,300 Enterprises on Over 7 Million Endpoints

What Our Customers Say About Us

"Patch My PC has taken the guesswork out of third party patching for the IT 
department at UNC Charlotte. Their solution is an easy to use yet powerful tool that 
helps ensure the security of the workstations across campus.  The customer service 
they provide also stands above the competition."  

- Chris Epting, UNC Charlotte

"Being a UI lover, the most I liked about Patch My PC is the Admin UI experience. It's 
very user-friendly, and there is no learning curve at all. You install it, and it's all set 
and ready to go!"  

- Anoop C Nair, Microsoft MVP

"Implementing Patch My PC is like getting 2-3 new full-time employees. The 
configuration is quick, and the reward is huge. We have over 200 applications 
patched by Patch My PC, many of which were never patched before. Everything is 
fully automated so we can focus on bigger and better things. Vulnerability scans get 
smaller and user experience goes up. What really sets Patch My PC apart from the 
competition is their commitment to us. Contacting support is more like phoning a 
friend for help. We get help directly from the people that develop the product and 
they don't stop until we're completely happy."

- Rudy Bankson, Washington State Department of Revenue

"Having the automation Patch My PC allows for in your enterprise environment is like 
having an extra 8 people ensuring the latest updates are packaged and available 
for 100s of apps in your environment. In an ever more complex landscape, this is one 
less thing you need to dedicate full-time resources to handle well in your 
environment. Pair this with Patch My PC's amazing responsiveness and customer 
service, and it all makes the solution worth much more than its weight in gold. If you 
are sitting on making the decision to get a Patch My PC subscription for your 
company, you are literally losing money in resource time." 

- Sean Huggans, Sanford Health

"Since we started using Patch My PC, we no longer fear how we will be able to patch 
and deploy applications in our environment. Patches are 100% automated with 
SCCM ADRs and Intune. The applications deployed will self-update as well. That way, 
your Software Center and Company Portal are always deploying the latest version. 
The solution is user-friendly, very intuitive, and the support is great."

- Bruce Sa, NTT
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https://patchmypc.com/free-trial

https://patchmypc.com/schedule-live-demo

1-866-343-3083

Find Out More

Find Out More

Live Demo with a Support Engineer from our Team

Schedule a Live Demo Using Our Interactive Calendar

Try Us Out With Our Free Full 30-day Trial

Request a Full Access 30-Day Trial

Get Set Up In Your Environment with a Setup Session

Schedule a Setup Call Using Our Interactive Calendar

Ready for Pricing?  

Request a Quote

Pricing and Subscription Comparison 

Contact Us Directly

Resellers

Sales: 
sales@patchmypc.com

Support: 
support@patchmypc.com 

Phone: 
1-866-343-3083

Enterprise Plus 

Enterprise Plus includes all features, including the 
creation of base-applications and Intune integration.

Starting price of USD 2499 per year or 
$3.5 per device annually

Enterprise   

Great for customers using ConfigMgr and only 
interested in third-party patching and not automatic 

packaging of base-applications.

Starting price of USD 1499 per year or 
$2 per device annually

Intune only  

For cloud-only customers using Microsoft Intune 
that want to package applications and 

patch third-party applications automatically.

Starting price of USD 1999 per year or 
$2.5 per device annually

We also have discounts available for volume, 
multi-year, nonprofit, and education.

We work with a variety of resellers! You can have your preferred reseller submit a quote request on 
our site or reach out to us at sales@patchmypc.com    


